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Hybrid Head & Neck Restraints offer the lowest profile, designed for easily
exiting the car without the danger of getting hung up on other gear. Plus,
they provide you with maximum comfort and maneuverability!

DID YOU KNOW……
If your helmet is currently fitted for a HANS
device, you can easily upgrade to a Simpson
Head and Neck Restraint.
Simpson hardware connects to HANS clips!

NOW IN STOCK
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS (PTY) LTD
30 Schoongezicht Road Bergbron 1709 Johannesburg South Africa
Private Bag X26 Auckland Park 2006 South Africa
TEL: +27 (0)11 670 8400 – FAX: +27 (0)11 673 5185
WEBSITE: www.ats-motorsport.co.za
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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES &
HAIRPINS eMagazine, or if you’d like to share
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Editor Evan Rothman
Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa
Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a
camera in one hand and his mobile phone in the
other.

Photojournalist Eva Kovkova
Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja,
Russia
Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo
hunts for flying cars and smiling faces. Also is
known as a press ice bear working for South
Africa :)

Handbrakes & Hairpins has created this rally-powered
wallpaper for the Apple iPhone 5. To download, simply
save the image to your Camera Roll, or click on this link to
download: http://wp.me/apkXc-4xU.

Dani Sordo. His right foot is in need of a rest after pressing his
Citroën Abu Dhabi World Rally Team DS3 WRC’s accelerator as
flat as it could possibly go in the final stages of the WRC ADAC
Rallye Deutshland to claim his first WRC career victory.
Picture: Eva Kovkova
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PRYCE CLAIMS
FIRST BRC VICTORY
Words by H&H • Pictures by Jakob Ebrey Photography
20 year-old Welshman Osian Pryce won the fourth
round of the 2013 MSA British Rally Championship,
the Todds Leap Rally NI this weekend, becoming the
youngest driver to win a BRC event since current
WRC front-runner Jari Matti-Latvala in 2003.
The victory with co-driver Dale Furniss came after
a nail-biting first day, in which first Alastair Fisher/Gordon
Noble, then leaders Tom Cave/Ieuan Thomas crashed
out of the event, which had started with torrential rain in
Enniskillen.
Rewarded for their consistency and tenacity were
series leaders Jukka Korhonen/Marko Salminen, climbing

from a lowly 11th place on the opening stage. They extend
their lead at the head of the tables to a huge 17pts and
must now be favourites for the title.
Northern Irish pride was upheld by Mark Donnelly,
who recorded his best result this season in the Pirelli Star
Driver car and helped DGM Sport stay at the top of the BRC
Teams Cup. He and Welsh co-driver Dai Roberts eventually
clicked with the Citroën DS3, buoying their confidence with
some fastest stage times.
After an eventful first day in which DGM Sport lost
Fisher from their stable and Morris Lubricants DMS (who
only have Cave scoring) lost their man from the sharp

end, Day Two looked like being a tussle between Pryce
and Korhonen. Culina Palletforce crew John MacCrone/
Phil Pugh were lucky not to receive more serious injuries
as they crashed out at high speed too. They were both
hospitalised, but given the all clear, although MacCrone’s
face was badly bruised and Pugh also took a bump to the
head.
The Finn had already rocketed to second
overnight, 4.4sec down on Pryce. But the Welshman had
the bit between his teeth and belying his tender years drew
clear of his more experienced rival as the day progressed.
Korhonen admitted that he was playing it safe,

having never driven on wet asphalt before and playing the
Championship game. The pair even made a little pact that
if one backed off, so would the other.
Nevertheless, the result is a momentous one for
the Citroën DS3 and after the rally he was clearly pleased:
“We thought it was all over on the very first stage when
we hit a bank, but we must have found the softest one in
Ireland, and to come back from sixth was fantastic. They
were that hardest stages I have ever done, but it felt like
the right time to win a BRC rally and I was three times
hungrier for it than last year in Yorkshire, when we came
so close.”
The sensation of Day One had been youngster Jon
Armstrong and co-driver Karl Atkinson (Ford Fiesta R2).
He stunned onlookers with an outright fastest time on the
SS2, holding third place overnight. But Day Two’s second
test would not be so lucky for the 18-year-old. Despite
crashing out of the event, he was prevented from heading
home by a phone call from the BRC team informing him
of his Pirelli Star Driver nomination. The nomination was
well received by many fellow competitors and his local
supporters too.
Armstrong’s departure meant all but the top
pair shunted up one, fellow Irish Fiesta crew Daniel
McKenna/Arthur Kierans taking third place and top Fiesta
SportTrophy after some storming driving. They would be
victorious once more in the BRC RallyTwo championship at

the end of the event, eventually taking fifth place overall
into the bargain.
Reigning Pirelli Star Driver Donnelly was one of
two who leapfrogged McKenna, his countrymen Jonny
Greer/Jonny Hart slipping past too for a season-best
fourth. One of a very few English drivers, Callum Black also
had a red letter day in yet another DS3, posting a personal
best sixth after a rally that everyone agreed was ultratough. With James Morgan on the ‘notes, the 22-year-old
managed to fend off Steve Røkland/James Aldridge, who
were consoled with the RallyTwo runners-up spot and
seventh overall. Alex Parpottas/Jamie Edwards took to
the RallyTwo podium for the first time this season in third,
finishing with a flourish of fastest Fiesta time on the last
stage.
Rounding off the top ten were Citroën C2R2 crew
David Carney/Ray Fitzpatrick and a pragmatic Tom Cave/
Ieuan Thomas, carrying a 10min penalty after their off.
Carney was really disappointed to have spent nearly 02min
beached on a bank, but took top honours in the Ravenol
Oils Newcomers Trophy and now lies second behind
Armstrong and ahead of Ben Mckay.
Kit and Tim Leigh, Ben and Jason Mckay, and
Harry Threlfall/Andy Bull were the final finishers who didn’t
use Super Rally, unanimous in their conclusion that it had
been a truly demanding rally.
The battle for the MSA British Junior Rally

Championship and Twingo Renaultsport R1 Trophy went
the way of the Mckays again, drawing four points clear of
Threlfall/Bull. Both drivers were blown away by the stages
and conditions, but Mckay had pulled clear in the early
stages and never looked back.
Of the cars that used Super Rally, Alastair
Fisher and Gordon Noble grabbed enough points to stay
second in the Citroën Racing Trophy behind Korhonen,
with Cave third. And with another all-Citroën podium it is
unsurprisingly Citroën UK which dominates the MSA British
Manufacturers Rally Championship. H&H
Final Overall Classification:
01) O. Pryce/D. Furniss
Citroën DS3 R3T - 02h 05m 36.7s
02) J. Korhonen/M. Salminen
Citroën DS3 R3T + 50.9s
03) M. Donnelly/D. Roberts
Citroën DS3 R3T + 01m 38.7s
04) J. Greer/J. Hart
Citroën DS3 R3T + 02m 50.3s
05) D. McKenna/A. Kierans
Ford Fiesta R2 + 02m 58.7s
06) C. Black/J. Morgan
Citroën DS3 R3T + 03m 27.2s
07) S. Rokland/J. Aldridge
Ford Fiesta R2 + 03m 46.8s
08) A. Parpottas/J. Edwards
Ford Fiesta R2 + 05m 57.1s
09) D. Carney/R. Fitzpatrick
Citroën C2R2 Max + 06m 16.7s
10) T. Cave/I. Thomas
Citroën DS3 R3T + 09m 30.3s
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BLOCK TAKES THIRD WIN OF 2013
Words by H&H • Pictures by Alex Haugen

Hoonigan Racing’s Ken Block and Alex Gelsomino
built a commanding lead at the Ojibwe Forests Rally
in Detroit Lakes, Minnesota on 23 -24 August, and
finished first overall. This was the first-ever career
Ojibwe Forests Rally victory for Block and his third
straight overall win in the Rally America National
Championship.

Block drove a relatively problem-free event and
enjoyed being first on the road to make the most of a
dust-free run. The other teams were not as lucky as the
hope for rain never materialized to minimize the dust
problems for chasing crews. Block pushed hard to establish
his lead and finished 05min 33.2sec ahead of second place
Subaru Rally Team USA.

Block is in the midst of a furious comeback in the
Rally America National Championship points standings. The
Hoonigan Racing driver fell behind Subaru Rally Team USA
at the beginning of the season with multiple mechanical
failures, but has since won the Susquehannock Trail
Performance Rally, New England Forest Rally, and now the
Ojibwe Forest Rally.

Though Subaru Rally Team USA still leads the
Championship standings, the Lake Superior Performance
Rally (LSPR) returns to the Rally America National
Championship calendar to set the stage for Subaru Rally
Team USA and Hoonigan Racing to decide who holds the
Rally America title for 2013.
Said Block: “I had some bad luck at the beginning
of the year and it came to be that I needed to win four-ina-row to win the Championship. I’ve done three of the four.
I’m stoked to be in this position and looking forward to
having a good showdown with (Subaru Rally Team USA) at
the last event.”
Subaru Rally Team USA’s David Higgins and Craig
Drew had a chance to lock up the Rally America title, but
battled through blinding dust on the first day of the event.
A scary moment occurred on the second day when Higgins
lost power steering and injured his hand, which painfully

prevented him from shifting the car smoothly. In addition,
a vehicle rolled over Higgin’s ankle during a roadside repair
and Higgins walked around service with a noticeable limp.
But the team pressed on to a hard-fought second place
podium spot.
While the top two Ojibwe finishers were powerful
all-wheel-drive Open Class rally cars, a Two-Wheel Drive
(2WD) Ford Fiesta R2 took the final podium position.
Australians Brendan Reeves and sister Rhianon Smyth
drove a clean race to capitalize on the misfortunes of those
above them to land on the overall podium and win the 2WD
category in the process. This is Reeves/Smyth’s fourth
consecutive 2WD victory.
“We came here to win; we don’t want to settle for
second best,” said Reeves. “Rhianon has been great on the
pacenotes and the car has performed admirably.”
The 2WD podium was completed with Dodge Neon

SRT4 driver Chris Greenhouse/Peter Watt in second place,
and Scion Racing Rally xD’s Andrew Comrie-Picard/Jeremy
Wimpey in third.
Greenhouse and Comrie-Picard traded positions
multiple times during the event, but Greenhouse drove a
clean race while Comrie-Picard dealt with flat tyres and a
rollover. Comrie-Picard currently leads the 2WD standings,
but now needs to win at LSPR to take his first 2WD title.
Greenhouse comfortably keeps third place in the 2WD
standings.
In the Super Production (SP) Class, local
Minnesota resident Nick Roberts took his first ever class
win in his rookie season while using a new co-driver, Steve
Quin. Roberts is a candidate for Rally America’s Rookie of
the Year and this Class win strengthens his bid.
“It’s pretty cool and surreal to win Super
Production,” added Roberts. “I went into the rally only

expecting to battle for third place. But the team kept me
going and I just hung in there. I keep pinching myself.”
Longtime 2WD driver Dillon Van Way and co-driver
Andrew Edwards switched to the SP Class at Ojibwe for the
first time and finished only 19.7sec behind Roberts. Rally
America’s youngest driver, Mason Moyle with co-driver
Ryan Scott, took SP third place for his fourth podium finish
this season, and keeps his second place position in the SP
standings.
Notable top national teams failed to finish the
Ojibwe Forests Rally to give others opportunities to
capitalize. Rockstar Energy Drink Rally Team’s Antoine
L’Estage/Nathalie Richard entered with a new Subaru
rally car and held third overall until an electrical failure
prevented the car from starting SS9. Rifat Sungkar/Steve
Lancaster suffered a head gasket leak on the second day
that put them out of sixth place overall. David Sterckx/

Karen Jankowski blew their engine on SS1. The team
re-entered the second day and finished tenth overall, and
fourth in SP. 2012 Super Production Champions Lauchlin
O’Sullivan/Scott Putnam suffered a mechanical failure and
were unable to continue on the second day of the event.
The first day of the Ojibwe Forests Rally was
interrupted when the Ford Focus of Cameron Steely/Billy
Irvin went up in flames on SS5. The remaining portions of
SS5 and SS6 were transited as fire fighters put out the brief
blaze.
In the Manufacturers’ Championship, Ken Block’s
overall victory helped Ford close the gap to Subaru who
leads the standings. After Ojibwe, Subaru leads with 112
points and Ford has 94 points. Each manufacturer must
drop one event.
The Lake Superior Performance Rally - final round
of the Rally America National Championship - takes place

on 18 - 19 October in Houghton, Michigan.
Final Overall Classification:
01) K. Block/A. Gelsomino
Ford Fiesta H.F.H.V - 02h 14m 57.9s
02) D. Higgins/C. Drew
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 05m 33.2s
03) B. Reeves/R. Smyth
Ford Fiesta R2 + 18m 08.1s
04) A. Yeoman/J. Schulze
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 20m 23.9s
05) N. Roberts/S. Quin
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 22m 32.7s
06) D. Van Way/A. Edwards
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 22m 52.4s
07) C. Greenhouse/P. Watt
Dodge Neon SRT4 + 28m 10.1s
08) M. Moyle/R. Scott
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 29m 35.2s
09) A. Comrie-Picard/J. Wimpey
Scion xD + 31m 28.3s
10) D. Sterckx/J. Kankowski
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 39m 41.2s
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TEN YEARS TO WRC VICTORY

Words by H&H • Pictures by WorldRallyPics, Citroën Racing, Volkswagen Motorsport, Honza Fronek
It came as no surprise to see Volkswagen Motorsport’s
Sebastien Ogier/Julien Igrassia leading the WRC ADAC
Rallye Deutschland after the opening day’s two stages.
What did surprise was that Day One’s fourth place finisher
Dani Sordo/Carlos del Barrio (Citroën Abu Dhabi World
Rally Team) sipped the winners’ champagne at the end
of the four-day event. In fact, of the top ten crews at the
end of Day One five crews had fallen out and completed
the event under Rally2 and the leader board had changed
completely.
The moment the entire WRC Service Park has
been waiting for the last tean seasons is a rally win by
Dani Sordo. After 20 runner-up results in his career
thus far, he took his maiden victory under tremendous
pressure. That champagne must have tasted ever so
sweet!

It was in near-perfect weather conditions that the
rally started on the slippery and tight SS1 Blankenheim
(23.54km). Many of the top ten WRC crews bemoaned
understeering cars, but sweeping the road and setting the
fastest stage time was Ogier with team-mate Jari-Matti
Latvala hot on his race boot heels. It was an ominous
warning shot for rivals from the Volkswagen Motorsport
team on their home turf. Had this formation continued to
the end of the rally, no one would have been blamed for
buying a Volkswagen WRC cap and joining the swelling
ranks of their fans. But, read on...
It was not an auspicious start to the event for
Evgeny Novikov/Ilka Minor-Petrasko (Qatar M-Sport World
Rally Team), who crashed out on the third turn of the first
stage. Stranding their Ford Fiesta RS WRC, they were
unable to get their car back onto the road. This was their

third such sccessive incident of the season, but it is hard
to ignore the outright pace this Russian driver has; if only
he was able to string together a rally of clean stages he
would be a regular podium sight. Sadly too, the likable
P-G. Andersson/Emil Axelsson (Ford Fiesta RS WRC) also
got stuck in the opening stage, and they suffered from an
overheating engine on the open section to the start of SS1
to compound their problems. They wisely retired from the
event to repair their car for a Rally2 restart.
From the word go, Robert Kubica/Maciej Baran
(Citroën DS3 RRC) were pace setters in the WRC2 field,
and at the end of Day One they held a gap of 14.9sec.
Elfyn Evans/Daniel Barritt (Qatar M-Sport World Rally
Team) were giving their Ford Fiesta R5 another good
outing, and it was one of the event’s highlights to witness
the battle between Evans and Kubica.

WRC3 too was big battle that started on SS1:
Sebastien Chardonnet/Thibo de la Haye (Citroën DS3 R3T
led this Class once more, leading Christian Reidemann/
Lara Vanneste (Citroën DS3 R3T) by 3.3sec and Quentin
Gilbert/Isabelle Galmiche (Citroën DS3 R3T) by 5.5sec.
Close by was Keith Cronin/Marshall Clarke (Citroën DS3
R3T).
The Junior WRC crews once more provided close
action. In their first asphalt event of the season, Jose
Suarez/Candido Carrera lead Pontus Tidemand/Ola Floene
by 10.4sec and Yeray Lemes/Rogelio Penate by 12.7sec at
the end of Day One, but like the WRC field a topsy-turvy
leader board was set for the finish.
It would have been a very different leader board
at the end of Day Two had a certain Frenchman not made
a magnificent error. The early demise of Sebastien Ogier
and his Volkswagen Polo R WRC (due to a broken front
left suspension after driving up a pavement) saw the face
of the rally turn with the snapping of his car’s parts. Not
entirely gifted, team-mate Jari-Matti Latvala deserved
the overall lead at the of the day’s six stages to keep the
Volkswagen flag flying at the top of the leader board.
The overnight leader Ogier simply went too hot
into a turn, in damp conditions and on cold tyres, and
smacked his car’s left front corner into a pavement. He
limped out of the stage, and attempted a repair between
SS3 and SS4. It didn’t last long as he called it quits early

in SS4 after the left-front suspension and steering arm
finally cried enough. The damage was not as severe
as was initially perceived, as his VW service team had
retrieved, repaired and prepped his car for Rally2 action on
Day Three in the mid-day service session. It was a day to
forget for Ogier.
Neuville, sensational in WRC Neste Oil Rally
Finland, had bested his own best speed in the WRC to date
by keeping Latvala honest on the day’s six stages. The
Belgian claimed four of the six fastest stage times, with
Latvala clinching the final two of the evening’s three-stage
loop. At the end of the day, Latvala held a slender 7.3sec
advantage over Neuville, and it a thrilling battle from both
drivers.
Encouragingly for the Finn, Latvala found a space
for himself to remain calm on the final two stages of Day
Two, and this was enough to stop the Belgian leapfrogging
him. It was not the first time that Latvala has led an event
in 2013, but it was his first true ooportunity to shine for
the Volkswagen Motorsport squad, and at their home event
on his least favourable surface too. This was as much a
test of his speed as his psychological strength.
Behind the squabbling two leaders, Sordo sat
patiently in third place. This is the Spaniard’s favoured
surface, but WRC ADAC Rallye Deutschland is not a pure
asphalt rally. Patience, speed and another dose of patience
would pay dividends for Spain’s fastest current WRC driver.

But, what of Citroën and M-Sport’s lead drivers?
Beset with setup problems and mechanical niggles, they
were upstaged by their junior team-mates once more in
2013. Hirvonen sat in third was keeping a very low profile
on the event, and was not able to find the pace that saw
him challenge even Sebastien Loeb on asphalt and gravel
in previous years. As for Ostberg, Lady Luck had well and
truly abandoned this crew in Germany. Rally at the sharp
end is a cruel affair.
Tyre choice played a large role in the outcome
of this event, with optimal traction found on the harder
compound rubber tyres it seemed. Damp and slightly wet
in places, the stages offered ever-changing levels of grip
– more so than gravel stages - a sudden downpour on
Day Three caught many crews unawares and changed the
leader board once more. Bold choices in Germany in did
not, as at other events, favour the risky.
It was yet another WRC2 thriller, with Kubica
losing time to a hard-charging Evans who most certainly
put on the drive of his rallying career. These two drivers
dominated the Class throughout the weekend, but Day Two
saw them begin to demolish the Class in an unprecedented
fashion: they left Sepp Wiegand (Skoda Fabia S2000) and
Hayden Paddon (Skoda Fabia S2000) to fight for the final
podium position, but some minutes in arrears. The S2000
cars are now no match for the new-generation R5 and RRC
cars, but Wiegand and Paddon were equally matched. That

said, Paddon even outpaced Kubica on a handful number
of stages on Day Two to underline this rapid Kiwi’s form at
present.
In WRC3, two of the three Citroën DS3 R3T
crews hassled the WRC2 cars. Chardonnet led Cronin
and Mohamed Al-Mutawaa. Chardonnet took a handsome
lead of over 02min after Cronin was slapped with a time
penalty.
Jose Suarez dropped from an overnight first place
in the Junior WRC to sixth place and over 04min off the
new Junior WRC leader Pontus Tidemand. The roads for
the crews further down the start list become dirty as the
WRC cars pull sand and stones onto the asphalt when
cutting the corners. For these two-wheel drive crews, it
slows them considerably. Experience is needed to drive
around such problems, and Suarez’s first foray on asphalt
is an admirable one. Tidemand was on a charge this past
weekend and he stretched a margin of 02min 24sec at the
end of Day Two over his closest rivals.
Day Three was all that the WRC means to its loyal
and passionate competitors and fans. Ending with a 0.8sec
deficit between the two protagonists of Sordo and Neuville
at the end of the day’s six stages, the two manufacturers
and two teams and two drivers were in for a monumental
fight for either of their first WRC victories. On the other
hand, it was a day of disppointment for many.
The day broke with sunny skies and smiles with
SS9 at 08h03. Rolling over the valleys and hills, came a

thunderstorm to wreak havoc on the asphalt stages. The
Baumholder military grounds’ Arena Panzerplatte, the
signature stages of this event, brought the biggest upsets
to the sport this weekend, with a double fatality on SS11
Arena Panzerplatte 1 that led to the cancellation of the
stage’s second run. Sadly, a “Slowly Sideways” crew in the
Historic Class of the ADAC Rallye Deutschland went off the
slippery roads and struck a tree. The driver and passenger
succumbed to their injuries at the scene of the accident.
Latvala started his Day Three where he left Day
Two off: fast! The Finn pushed his Polo R WRC hard in the
morning loop of three stages, and edged out to 14.8sec
over Neuville and 25.8sec over Sordo. Neuville, racing to
the extremes of his skill levels and the limits of the car,
he was simply unable to match the Polo R WRC’s superior
pace.
The WRC2 battle, between Kubica and Evans,
reached fever pitch in SS9 when the Welshman blasted
past the Polish former F1 star to take the Class lead by
2.5sec. Kubica regained the lead on SS10 and pushed
in SS11 to finish the morning loop just 1.4sec ahead of
Evans. This fight saw Evans claim two of the three stage
wins, and only an ‘off’ slowed his pace.
The spark in the WRC3 Class fizzed out in the
morning loop with the Keith Cronin being handed a 01min
30sec time penalty for lateness. Chardonnet inherited
a cushy lead over the rest of the Citroën DS3 R3T rally
machines and maintained an impressive pace at the front

over the 41.08km of the Arena Panzerplatte stage.
Tidemand was unstoppable on the morning loop
in the Junior WRC, and put more clean air between himself
and the chasing Ford Fiesta R2 field.
The SS11 Arena Panzerplatte 1 stage was
dramatic to say the least. An hinkelstein grazed the righthand side of Latvala’s Polo, but it caused more damage
than was initially suspected. Team-mate Ogier, running
under Rally2, set the fastest time through the intimidating
stage, and commented in his cheeky way: “It’s OK...the
grip is not high enough, with higher grip it could be a great
stage...but OK.” If only he didn’t sideline himself on Day
Two!
SS12 created the most excitement: torrential rain
washed over the stage to make the roads dirty, slippery
and muddy. Latvala went off, ploughing into the German
bush with a broken right-rear wheel. With Miika Anttila
battling to call the pace notes and clutch his open car door,
it was unsurprising that a mistake would be made. This
error forced their retirement while in the lead, rubbing salt
into Volkswagen’s wounds.
Nearby, Neuville also left the road and collected
a small log under his car after sliding off the road in the
same place as Latvala. This log was dragged under his
Fiesta RS WRC for the remainder of the stage and caused
an exhaust problem that robbed his car of valuable engine
power.
A weekend of problems for Ostberg came to an

end, but in a cruel fashion: he too went off the road to
become stuck. He was forced to retire from the event, with
an undamaged car. He retook to Day Four’s two stages.
Sliding into the lead at the end of the day’s stages
was Sordo. He snatched the lead from Neuville on SS13
by 0.8sec, and it set up a thrilling two stages for Day Four.
Who would claim the top step? Both Sordo and Neuville
were hungry for the rally win and they undoubtedly
pushed beyond their limits to sip the winners’ champagne.
Meanwhile, Hirvonen slipped into third overall and fourth
was Martin Prokop (Jipocar Czech National Rally Team) in
his career-best WRC position.
The next two cars on the Day Three overnight
leader board were WRC2 competitors, Kubica and Evans.
After the two stages to conclude Saturday’s action, Kubica
was able to gain time on Evans in the adverse weather
conditions to end the day 07.8sec ahead of the Welshman.
Paddon cemented his third place in the Class, but 03min
behind the leaders. Sepp Wiegand, with whom he was
embroiled in a fascinating Skoda Fabia S2000 showdown,
picked up a problem and dropped some 09min in stage

time to be well off the Kiwi’s racing boots’ heels.
In WRC3, Cronin seemingly settled into a steady
rhythm and was not interested in chasing Chardonnet
for the Class lead. The Frenchman ended the day nearly
03min in the lead.
With the end of Day Three came the conclusion
of the Junior WRC. These Ford Fiesta R2 crews put on a
stellar display of rallying, and some have most certainly
caught the attention of team bosses for the next step in
their careers. Top junior competitor by a country mile was
Tidemand. He dominated proceedings, and upstaged his
rivals. Burri was the closest, but not enough to be of any
worry to the leader. Yeray Lemes was expected to chase
Burri, but a late problem with his Fiesta saw him settle for
third position.
At the beginning of Day Four, Neuville was a mere
0.8sec adrift of Sordo, but by the end of the special stage
Sordo had managed to stretch the gap to 03sec.
A two-hour Service Park session was used to
best effect to prep and prime the Citroën DS3 WRC and
Ford Fiesta RS WRC for the final 24km Power Stage.

From an electric atmosphere, the WRC crews rolled out
for the repeat Dhrontal stage but in reverse order. This
meant that, seeing as Ogier was running last on the WRC
leader board, he was first to run while Sordo would be the
final car to take to the stage. Neuville, the hunter on the
previous stage, became the hunted for Sordo...
Ogier unsurprisingly set the fastest time through
the Power Stage to collect the three bonus Championship
points. But, all eyes were focused on the Neuville versus
Sordo battle reaching its climatic climax. And, Neuville
sprinted through the stage and went too hot into a corner
and to slide off the road. It was inevitable: the pace at
the front was too hot, and one of the two would have
succumed ot the inevitable moment. Sordo maintained his
confident pace and held on to claim his first WRC victory in
his ten-year career!
Neuville’s off cost him some 50sec, but his lead
over Hirvonen meant he was still comfortable in second.
It was in the final time split section of the final stage that
the WRC ADAC Rallye Deutschland was decided, and it
was a do-or-die push from Neuville. A brave effort from

the youngster, and a result he and his team will long be
celebrating.
Sordo charged to the finish line with a helmetfilling smile and surely a rush of Spanish superlatives
to co-driver Carlos del Barrio. It was a concerted and
calculated drive from the Spaniard, driving for his WRC
future. He didn’t push form the outset, and he and teammate Hirvonen slowly picked off their rivals one-by-one
over the course of the event’s 15 stages.
Hirvonen had a quiet drive to third, not sticking
his neck out on any of the stages but rather feeling
his way through them. This proved to be to his favour,
although he was quite a way off the leaders pace. He
would have been out of the top five we feel, should Ogier,
Latvala and Ostberg not had to restart under Rally2.
However, that is a BIG ‘what if’ as he did claim third
position overall in a clean event.
Prokop scored his best WRC career result in
fourth place overall, shining in his privateer rally machine
once more in 2013.

The WRC2 Class battle was as thrilling as that
for the overall rally victory. Kubica and Evans once more
crossed swords on the final two stages, and after changing
position twice on Day Three it was Kubica who managed
to hold onto a 12.9sec advantage over the hard-charging
Welshman. Evans has once more put up his hand as a
future major player in the WRC.
Paddon impressed as the fastest of the S2000
cars, blowing his rivals away with his pace. He finished
third in WRC2, but his problems earlier in the weekend
meant he was to settle with a gap to the leaders of nearly
03min.
Chardonnet was the Top Citroën Driver in
Germany, but was kept honest by Irishman Keith Cronin.
On Day Four, it was a somewhat processional drive to the
finish: Cronin was nearly 02min 50sec off Chardonnet, but
he sliced that lead down by 30sec on the final two stages.
He finished 02m 24sec off a smiling Chardonnet and his
manager nine-times WRC Co-Driver Champion Daniel
Elena.

The WRC moves to the southern hemisphere for
the Coates Hire Rally Australia on 12 – 15 September. H&H

Final Overall Classification:
01) D. Sordo/C. Del Barrio
Citroën DS3 WRC – 03h 15m 19.4s
02) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 53.0s
03) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
Citroën DS3 WRC + 02m 36.1s
04) M. Prokop/M. Ernst
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 08m 00.8s
05) R. Kubica/M. Baran
Citroën DS3 RRC + 09m 01.3s
06) E. Evans/D. Barritt
Ford Fiesta R5 + 09m 14.2s
07) J-M. Latvala/M. Anttila
Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 09m 55.0s
08) H. Paddon/J. Kennard
Skoda Fabia S2000 + 13m 01.2s
09) M. Osberg/J. Andersson
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 13m 28.1s
10) E. Novikov/I. Minor-Petrasko
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 15m 17.9s

BUY

BOOK: GRAVEL
Words by H&H
Handbrakes & Hairpins stumbled across the work of Lisa
Statham on Twitter. This illustrator has a passion for extreme
sports, and she showcases this enthusiasm with her art.
She’s just release a fantastic book titled Gravel, it captures
the WRC in a beautifully different perspective. She’s got
these for sale on her website here: http://bit.ly/16SY7s1.
It’ll make a wonderful addition to your rally library! H&H

CLOSING SHOT

A career best result of fourth overall in the WRC ADAC Rallye
Deutschland, Martin Prokop, Michal Ernst and Fiona the Ford
have steadily gained in speed and confidence as the season has
progressed.
Picture: Eva Kovkova

